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Hidden Brook Distribution
is proud to present a new selection of books by
Independent Publishers.
Hidden Brook Distribution
represents:
– Hidden Brook Press
– Reflections on the Past
– SandCrab Books
– The Word Well
– CCLA
– ARC

Author and Publisher Reps:
Hidden Brook Distribution does not have any
sales staff, visiting stores. Even though Ingram
is our USA distributor we are still happy to serve
you directly. Some of our sales are generated by
authors or publishers serving as reps. If you do
not know the name of your representative please
contact us directly by email. If you do not hear
back from us within 48 hours please phone.

More Book Info:

You can find us on the web at:
http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/hidden-brook-distribution/

For HBD contact Richard Grove
writers@HiddenBrookPress.com
Tai - 905-376-9106
Kim - 905-376-1944
We are happy to fill orders to Book Stores, Libraries
and Library Service companies.
See discount info on the next page.

Make all cheques payable to

Hidden Brook Press.

Press Releases
If you would like a press release with more
info including blurgs and reviews for any
of our books, just ask.

A growing number of our titles are featured
on The 49th Shelf and BookManager.
https://bookmanager.com/tbm/
http://49thshelf.com/

Spam and Emailing:
Please be advised that if you are emailing
us for the first time you may not be on our
“authorized email list” yet. If this is the case
you will receive a kick-back message from our
SpamArrest service. The kickback message
from SpamArrest.com will request that you fill
in a code. Don’t be afraid of that SpamArrest
message. It will put you on our “Authorized” list
so we get your message. Otherwise your message will hang in limbo land and likely not be
seen by us. this is a onetime process. OR you can
phone us so we can check in our spam folder.

Ordering Books

Distribution:

Return Policy:

– We distribute books directly from our HBD office
as well as from our distributor Ingram. For free
shipping you can place an order directly with us at:
writers@hiddenbrookpress.com.
– See note about spam. If you do not hear from us
within 48 hours please phone us at 905-376-9106 –
we do not want to delay your order in the volume of
emails we get.
– Ingram is one of the world’s largest book distributors. If you already have an account with Ingram
and you would rather order from them you can add
our titles to your Ingram order. If you need to set
up an account you can contact Ingram at – 800937-0152. If you would rather order directly from
HBD we will be happy to hear from you.
– See info about FREE Shipping, 50% discount and
ordering on this page.

– If you received a 40% discount, books can be returned
within 60 days.
– If you received a 50% discount, books cannot be returned.
– All books other than sale books are eligible for a 50%
discount.
– Book buyer will ship returns back to distributor at book
buyer’s expense.
– All stock must be returned in perfect condition. Stock
that is dog-eared, marked, scratched etc. are nonreturnable. Shipping damage is the responsibility of the
book buyer.
– It is advised that the bookseller insure their return book
packages.
– Book buyer will supply HBD invoice numbers for all
returned books.

AMAZON or other E-Store:

If you order directly from HBD we provide FREE
Shipping for orders that are greater than $125.00
If you decide to order directly from us:
– All orders are shipped without an invoice.
– An invoice will be emailed to you as a PDF file –
please print as your copy.
– Any claims with Post Office or courier, for damaged
books will be handled by book buyer.

If you are an individual rather than a store, library
or library service company you should check to see
if the title that you are looking for is on Amazon,
Chapters, Barnes & Nobles, or any of your other
favorite e-stores. They often have shipping deals
and discounts that we cannot match. Amazon is a
bit strange in that they might list a title as out of
stock. This is not ever the case.

FREE Shipping:

Consignment Orders:

Discount:

– We do not offer books on consignment to any retailer.

– All bookstores, library service companies, libraries, universities, etc will receive a 40% discount on all regularly
priced items.
– We offer a 50% discount for non-returnable orders.
– Some books are listed as sale items. These items will
not be discounted further.

PDF Samples:

Payment:

1 – Your P.O. – Purchase Order Number
2 – Title of book 3 – Author or Editor name
4 – I.S.B.N. 5 – Quantity
6 – Receiver’s Full Company Name
7 – Shipping address and phone number
8 – Manager / Owner contact name and email address

– For sales to individuals payment is required prior to shipping.
– For wholesale orders payment is due on receipt of goods.
– Interest will be added to all unpaid orders after 60 days.

Ask us to send you a pdf sample of any title before you
order. We will email you any number of samples you like.

To place an order we will need:

Hidden Brook Distribution
The North Shore Series is a
series
of books written by authors
Title: Bad Day for Ralphie:Stories: New and Selected
that live in the general geographic
Author: Jim Christy
area north of Lake Ontario, between
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
Kingston and Port Hope. These books
ISBN: 978-1-927725-23-8
include poetry and prose and include
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $24.95 Pages: 332
some of Canada’s finest authors.
Genre: Short Stories / Canadian / Fiction
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Jim Christy's newest collection of short stories, Bad Day for Ralphie, published by Hidden Brook
North Shore Series

Press, is sometimes idiosyncratic and quirky, often funky and strange but always poignant and emotionally provocative.
Even though they often have a funny twist they are none the less moving and will appeal to just about everyone. Jim
Christy has been described as a master story teller. This collection proves the point.
- Charles Bukowski: "You tell a hell of a good story. You remind me of Malraux." - Al Maclachlan, The Coast Reporter:
"Christy is the best short story writer in North America."- George Woodcock, Books in Canada: Jim Christy is the last unpurged anarchist romantic in love with freedom and the way it manifests itself in the ways and doings of men and
women."- June Callwood: 1974 - "Jim Christy is now, as he was when he published his very first piece of writing, one of
the four or five best writers in Canada." - Quill and Quire: "Carnivalesque Imagery". - The Toronto Star: "A polymath of
insatiable curiosity."

North Shore Series
Title: Bottle and Glass
Author: Morgan Wade
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-19-1 Size: 6 X 9
Price: $24.95 Pages: 302
Genre: Novel / Canadian / Historic
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Bottle and Glass is a highly original adventure story, set during the war of 1812, and framed
using real taverns that once existed within the city of Kingston, Ontario. A fascinating study of escape, and a powerful history of 19th century frontier life; Bottle and Glass is a stunning achievement. Helen Humphreys– awardwinning novelist “Bottle and Glass focuses on two young fishermen from Porthleven, Cornwall, England,

pressed into service aboard a Royal Navy frigate. They are forced to leave their native England for Canada
and eventually Kingston, where they are stationed as Royal Marines. “Bottle and Glass is a story of survival
and escape told from the barstools of two dozen boisterous Kingston taverns at the close of the War of 1812.”

North Shore Series
Title: Power and Possessions
Author: Theodore Michael Christou
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-22-1
Size: 6 X 9 Price: $24.95 Pages: 360
Genre: Novel / Fiction / Canadian
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: In this story of power and possessions, lust and desire create a deadly combination of crime
and murder. Frank Cullen’s world appears to be falling apart. He is in danger of losing his wife, his son, his company and his millionaire mansion. Who kills who for what, is the question when power and possessions dominate
husband, wife and lovers.
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North Shore Series

MidChap Grade
t
Age 1 er Novel
0 and
up

Title: Alone: A Winter in the Woods
Author: Felicity Sidnell Reid
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-18-4
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $24.95
Pages: 296 Genre: mid-grade readers / Canadian / Historic
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Felicity Sidnell Reid delivers a compelling, at times harrowing, adventure story
Highly Recommended. Peggy Dymond Leavey,author of Laura Secord, Mary Pickford,and nine novels for
young readers. Alone: a Winter in the Woods is written in the spirit and quality of Fredrick Philip
Grove's, Governor General Award winning novel, "Settlers of the Marsh". Felicity Sidnell Reid brings
the young reader a spell-binding pioneer life story of survival. Girls and boys of any age will be captivated by vivid descriptions of the northern landscape and the historically accurate story of endurance.

North Shore Series
Title: redirection: the prime sonnets and other poems
Author: Brian T. W. Way
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-20-7
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $19.95 Pages: 108
Genre: poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: From its innovative sonnet sequence on Canada's Prime Ministers to myriad ruminations on matters local and intimate, national and universal, Way's redirection is a Canadian book of
poetry that seeks, unceasingly, to lay bare the Canadian psyche and that of the world beyond.
Review by Hannah Renglich – redirection is a raw and uncensored journey through memory, national and
family histories, and confrontation with loss... His poems are easily readable, honest, sometimes cutting...

North Shore Series
Title: Apprehensions of Van Gogh: Selected Poems, 1960 - 2014
Author: David Pratt
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-21-4
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $22.50 Pages: 136
Genre: poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: The settings for David Pratt's poetry are as diverse as their content and form, including Canada, Cuba, the Czech Republic, Israel, France, Norway, Spain, and the isles of Greece. Certain
themes recur: war is one of them, reflecting the poet's childhood under German bombers in wartime
England. Another theme is art and artists, celebrating the work of the Canadian Fred Varley, the Czech
Jakub Schikaneder, the Norwegian Edvard Munch, and the Dutch van Gogh.
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North Shore Series
Title: Cold Breath of Life
Author: Alyssa Cooper
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-02-3
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $17.95 Pages: 108
Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: This is Alyssa Cooper’s first collection of poetry. It is a wildly imaginative collection of where the
terrain is physically and emotionally charged. Cold Breath of Life is a fresh breath of poetic air, a work of an original,
young and otherworldly mind. These poems will step the reader into a different world, a multifaceted vision that resonates like a tuning fork. These poems speak of memories, of dreamlike moments and unbearable burdens where
ghosts, creatures and lost souls congregate. These poems celebrate what it means to be alive in such unusual times.
This collection will propel you from one poem to another and never leave you feeling disappointed.

North Shore Series
Title: The Silence Before the Whisper Comes
Author: Bruce Kauffman
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-98-0
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $17.95
Pages: 112
Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Bruce Kauffman is one of Kintgston’s most active and best poets. This is one of his best works to
date. It is a calm whisper of a read.

North Shore Series
Title: The Texture of Days, in Ash and Leaf
Author: Bruce Kauffman
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-86-7
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $16.95 Pages: 150
Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore6.html
Description: This book is Bruce Kauffman's first full length collection of Poetry. It is part of the Hidden Brook
Press, celebrated North Shore Series - the 27th book in this renowned Canadian literature series.
There is a quiet grace and a persistent fierceness at work in Bruce Kauffman’s first full length collection of poetry.
Grounded in the contemplative tradition, each poem serves as a way-marker along a desire-line. Kauffman’s voice is
intimate and direct, perceptive and guiding—there is a real honesty here.
Sandra Ridley, author of Fallout, winner of the 2010 Saskatchewan Book Award for Publishing, and Post-Apothecary (2011).
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North Shore Series
Title: Before I Lose Light
Author: S.E. Richardson
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-06-1
Size: 5.5 X 8.5
Price: $16.95
Pages: 102 Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: General reader Before I Lose Light, is Sarah Richardson’s travel log through life. She will
not just transport you through parts of her life but though parts of your also. This is not an angst, angry portrayal of life. Sarah will take you on a gentle canoe ride with the natural waves of life that keeps you on your
toes as you take a smooth, cool stone for a walk. It seems that Sarah’s desire is to live life to the fullest before
she loses the light.

North Shore Series
Title: More Naked Than Ever
Author: Gary W. Rasberry
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-04-7
Size: 5.5 X 8.5
Price: $17.95 Pages: 80
Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: More Naked Than Ever is the first full collection of poetry by Gary Rasberry. This collection will not
let you down. He exposes himself in ways that other poets are reserved to do. In the first poem of the collection the
author says up front - "I have always been / will always be / unfinished." In a later poem he is not afraid to wonder about
his ego - "Or maybe it was my Ego stuffed larger". Be ready to ponder your life through is observation. Be ready to be
surprised.

North Shore Series
Title: When I Think On Your Lives
Author: Tara Kainer
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-68-3
Size: 5.5 X 8.5
Price: $16.95
Pages: 110 Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NSTaraKainer-WhenIThinkOnYourLives.html
Description: General reader Tara Kainer is a writer who pulls no punches – deeply self-examining,
she takes on the natural world, love, war, and poverty, and insists on a human response, a recognition of
meaning. These poems articulate a singular, uncompromising voice "measuring the light of my mind/by the
light of those stars," a reminder of human decency and the importance of the place of the poet: both “to get
at the truth, if it's possible” and “to be such a fool/for beauty.”
Mary Cameron, author of the poetry collection Clouds without heaven (Beach Holme Press).
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North Shore Series
Title: an overbearing eye
Author: Theodore Michael Christou
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-93-5
Size: 6 X 9 Price: $15.95 Pages: 80
Genre: Poetry / Prose / Canadian
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore6.html
Description: An overbearing eye, is a book of verse forged from the heaviness of life Christou senses, bears
and then distils, or at times wrestles to the ground, but always tempers with the love he has for his subjects, for language and for getting it right.
Jennifer Pazienza, PhD Professor, Faculty of Education, University of New Brunswick

North Shore Series
Title: Eel Pie Island Dharma: A hippie memoir/haibun
Author: Chris Faiers Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-92-8 Size: 6 X 9
Price: $17.95 Pages: 130
Genre: Poetry - A memoir in haibun form
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore6.html
Description: This book is one of the most important historical document of the 60s, a memoir in
haibun form. It is part of the Hidden Brook Press, celebrated North Shore Series – the 28th book in this
renowned Canadian literature series. This memoir of a sixties survivor has become a haiku/haibun classic
and an oft-quoted reference for the heady ferment which was the tail end of the 1960s. Meet a Beatle!
Attend the first Glastonbury music festival! Fight cops and skinheads at the infamous 144 Piccadilly squat!
Hear a banshee and walk across Ireland ... live in the derelict Eel Pie Island Hotel with hippies, junkies and
bikers ... be seduced by school girls ... drop acid in Cambridge ... sleep in a cave on Formentera ...

North Shore Series
Title: ZenRiver Poems & Haibun
Author: Chris Faiers
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-25-6
Size: 5.25 X 8.25
Price: $15.95 Pages: 58
Genre: Poems, Haibun, Haiku / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore3.html
Description: Adult / General reader This collection is a haibun, a combination of prose interspersed with haiku. Haiku poet (haijin) Chris Faiers has been writing haiku for forty years, and his
poems have consistently been at the forefront in the development of English language haiku and haibun. The most casual reading of ZenRiver Poems & Haibun will reveal worlds familiar to both the
practitioner of Zen and the First Nations shaman.
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North Shore Series
Title: The Last Stoic
Author: Morgan Wade
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-63-8
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $22.50 Pages: 254
Genre: Novel / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NSMorganWade-TheLastStoic.html
Description: General reader “The Last Stoic is a story about appetite and fear, both modern and
ancient. Half of the story’s narrative occurs in the time and place of the ancient Roman Empire; the other
half occurs in the present-day United States, alternating from chapter to chapter. Marcus, a young man from
a northern provincial border town, journeys deep into the heart of the empire and witnesses first-hand the
excesses that can lead to ruin, both personal and political.”

North Shore Series
Title: A Breeze You Whisper
Author: Kathryn MacDonald
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-66-9
Size: 5.5 X 8.5
Price: $16.95 Pages: 138
Genre: Poetry / Prose / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NSKathrynMacDonald-ABreezeYouWhisper.html
Description: General reader The poems in A Breeze You Whisper are meteors: dense, compact stories
created on wings of emotion and myth – more real than reality. They collapse time, merging past and present,
resulting in no-time, in all-time. Taken together, the poems in A Breeze You Whisper reveal a journey from
innocence to transcendence, expressed metaphorically through the sections: East, South, West, North, and
Above & Below. Readers will identify with the universality of Kathryn MacDonald’s passion and vision.

North Shore Series
Title: This Grace of Light
Author: Patrick T.R. Gray
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-34-8
Size: 5.25 X 8.25
Price: $15.95 Pages: 75
Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore4.html
Description: General reader. The verse in this reflective book are deeply felt. While intelligent, spare, candid they
still honour our language. The longer poems have a strong narrative line making them easy to read even though the content can be quite profound. Thank you, Patrick Gray, for this fine collection of calming and comforting poems. This is an
uncommonly good collection.
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North Shore Series
Title: The Darker Edges of the Sky
Author: Wayne Schlepp
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-894553-99-5
Size: 5.25 X 8.25 Price: $15.95 Pages: 69
Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore2.html
Description: Adult / General reader This fine collection of poems spans some sixteen years of
poetically seeing a single stretch of swamp and bush. Wayne Schlepp implements a calm zen like
quality in his portrayal of life and death of birds, animals and trees; the miraculous gift of light; the
relationship between ourselves and the world we observe. These poems are to be read carefully,
turned over in the mind, and savoured with a slow and complex delight.

North Shore Series

Title: Glass Skin
nd ing
2
t
Author: Janet Richards
in
r
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
p
ISBN: 978-1-897475-01-0
Size: 5.25 X 8.25 Price: $15.95 Pages: 79
Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore2.html
Description: Adult / General reader Janet Richards’ poetry is quietly mesmerizing. This collection provides a carefully crafted balance between life experience and literature. The reader will be
lured in by her descriptions of the every day. She gives us the pulse of days and seasons, the give and
take of intimacy, and the bond of mother and child. These poems recognize and celebrate the subtle, organic signals of our daily lives.

North Shore Series
Title: The Iron Shoes
d
2n ting
Author: Elizabeth Greene
in
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
pr
ISBN: 978-1-894553-76-6
Size: 5.25 X 8.25 Price: $15.95 Pages: 73
Genre: Poetry/ Adult / General / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore1.html
Description: The Iron Shoes is a fine collection of poems inspired by Kingston's streets and
haunted houses. Elizabeth Greene also journeys through her past, invoking and laying to rest some
of her old ghosts. "These are poems that will enthrall and beguile." Helen Humphreys. "Elizabeth
Greene's poetry is a sheer delight to be fully savoured and long remembered." Diane Schoemperlen.
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North Shore Series
Title: Island in the Shadow
Author: Mark Clement
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-08-9
Size: 5.25 X 8.25 Price: $15.95 Pages: 65
Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore3.html
Description: Adult / General reader / The reader will hear these poems clearly in the mind’s ear
for they are in that fine tradition of Robert Frost. Clement reaches beyond the vocabulary and grammar of other poets with a skill that comes from the love of both words and nature. These are poems
that are easy to read.

North Shore Series
*
Title: Fringe Dwellers – Second Edition
d n
n
2 o
Author: Shane Joseph
* diti
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
E
ISBN: 978-1-897475-11-9
Size: 5.25 X 8.25
Price: $19.95 Pages: 207
Genre: Prose – Short Stories
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore3.html
Description: Adult, General Reader. Why does Harry pretend that everything is normal when his
life is falling apart? Or Professor Ram hunger for his landlady while under an oath of celibacy? Or
paralyzed Nelly dread the touch of her brother; while Beatrice strips for her lover returning from his
wife’s funeral? Are these people nuts? Or given their circumstances, would you have acted the same?
Find out, in these twelve stories of human endeavour against loss, circumstance and marginalization.
You won’t be let down by these stories; you will be left wishing there were more.

North Shore Series
Title: The Family Reunion
Fami
Author: Richard M. Grove
ly Fu
n
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-894553-90-2
Size: 5.25 X 8.25
Price: $12.95 Pages: 55
Genre: Prose / Humour / All ages / Family
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-NShore1.html
Description: The Family Reunion has been described as the Waltons meet Stephen Leacock. It
is a collection of vignettes and character sketches woven together around a family reunion. Put your
feet up and be ready to chuckle – A light read for the whole family. You will find yourself reading to
the family at the dining room table or at your next family reunion. The authors says "They are stories and personal characteristics that I see in myself and in others. They are simply the launching
platform buried between truth and fiction."
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Title: Destination Cuba: A Cuba Memoir
Author: Richard M. Grove
Photographer: Richard M. Grove
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
Genre: Cuba Memoir
ISBN: 978-1-927725-10-8
Size: 6 X 9 Price: $15.95 Pages: 104
Description: A wonderful Cuba memoir by
world traveller Richard M. Grove. Socially
enlightening, sometimes funny, always interesting. President of the Canada Cuba Literary
Alliance, Richard has travelled and taught in
Cuba for 20 years. He has a unique perspective and view of Cuba that most tourists
cannot possibly have. Let Richard take you on two trips, in this memoir, that you
will never be able to duplicate. Enjoy his humorous journey to La Boca and his
bicycle pilgrimage to the Jose Martí monument. If you want to learn something
about Cuba in a fun and interesting way then this book if for you. Filled with dynamic
b/w photographs of Cuba.

Thre

Title: From Cross Hill
Author: Richard M. Grove
Publisher: HBP
ISBN: 978-1-897475-71-3
Size: 5.25 X 8.25
Pages: 66 Price: $12.00
Genre: Poetry and Prose and Photography
Description: General reader.

e Cub
a Mem
oirs

From Cross Hill: Views of My Cuba by Richard Marvin Grove is a travel memoir in prose and poetry. This
book includes social commentary on Cuba in the form of letters home, metaphors and true life stories
including two well known stories: “Blue Cattle Green Cattle” – p. 27 and “The Frozen Bus Ride From Havana
2006” – p. 41. See Cuba the way you as a tourist will never see Cuba.

See pa

ge

s 11
Title: Trapped In Paradise: Views of My Cuba
Richa , 15 and 17
rd M.
Author: Richard M. Grove
Grove for other
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
books
.
ISBN: 978-1-897475-57-7
Size: 5.25 X 8 Price: $15.95 Pages: 145
Genre: Cuba Travel Memoir
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-TrappedInParadise.html
Description: Adult / Family / General reader. See Cuba through the eyes of a middle-aged
Canadian man on a bicycle in the mountains travelling from city to city. This is a fun memoir that will
introduce the reader to a Cuba that most tourists will never see. Coffee in the ditch, pushing to the
top of a mountain, coasting down to the sea, sleeping in a brothel, travelling shoulder to shoulder
with Cubans in a gravel truck with the lighthearted wit of a wide eyed explorer.
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Title: After the Flood - a dystopian novel of hope
Author: Shane Joseph Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-32-4 Size: 6 X 9 Pages: 300 Price: $22.50
Genre: Prose - Novel URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-Shane-AfterFlood.html
Description: General reader. A tale of love, loss and lust in a fundamentalist society created in
the aftermath of a giant flood that destroyed most of the earth in 2012. David Arthurs, born after
the Flood, tries to save his Humanitarian city state of Tolemac—located somewhere in the former North America—from sinking into sin and destruction as Capitalism sweeps in from across
the waters of neighbouring New Eden. How is he to overcome the forces of greed when his father
and founder of Tolemac, Samson, is having an affair with the beautiful New Eden exile Delia
Stone, when media-manipulated local elections oust David from political office, and when a drug
cartel is poisoning the minds and bodies of the youth in the once peaceful island state? And more
importantly, when, for the first time, David finds himself succumbing to temptations of the flesh that
were outlawed during the founding of Tolemac but never eradicated from the human genetic code.
Title: On Cloud Nine - A Down-to-Earth Fantasy
Author: Jake Hogeterp Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-45-4 Size: 5.25 X 8.25 Pages: 215 Price: $19.95
Genre: Prose - Novel URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-JakeH-OnCloudNine.html
Description: Adult / General reader. “If Cloud Nine did not exist, you would have had to invent it.” So
says Emmenda, Tender First Class of Guests Manifesting Excess Happiness and a Cloud Sprite dedicated to
her task and the Cloud’s unwavering mandate. So what’s all the that turmoil about just as Paul Hogarth, a
humble baker who’s just won a first-novel prize, wafts in from the hold of the Joyful Reaper, for his stint of
happiness rehab? It seems not all Cloud Sprites are content with the status quo. With Down Below’s madcap ride to apparent self-destruction, some feel Cloud Nine can no longer lay claim to its legitimacy as a
Protective Realm. Paul becomes an unwitting pawn in the struggle, both on the Cloud and back home in his
solid form. Will he have to carry the message to his fellow humans? Will they believe him? Welcome to Cloud
Nine. Even if you may already have been there, you’re in for an adventure you never would have expected.
Title: Call Waiting Author: Merle Amodeo Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-46-1 Size: 5.25 X 8.25 Pages: 191 Price: $19.95
Genre: Prose - Novel URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-MerleA-CallWaiting.html
Description: General reader. A love story of inner conflict for a TV reporter, painted around the corporate landscape of the communication media. A former cop, now private detective, weaves through the
story testing the boundaries of a relationship. Characters find who they really are despite themselves.
Call Waiting is a smart and fast-paced story about our times and the ways in which we relate in these
times. It is a colourful and imaginative narrative, told with wit and charm. A bright new talent has arrived
on the literary landscape.
Joe Kertes,
Dean of School of Creative and Performing Arts, Humber College,
winner of Leacock award for humour.
Title: No Common Thread Author: Norma West Linder Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-91-1 Size: 6 X 9 Pages: 205 Price: $18.95
Genre: Prose - Short Strories URL: TBA
Description: Over the past four decades, the short stories of Norma West Linder have appeared in
leading magazines, such as Chatelaine and Horizon, at home and internationally. Her fiction has been
anthologized numerous times. In No Common Thread, Ms. Linder has selected 33 of her personal
favourites from well over 100 published pieces. While a couple of these stories are set in southeast Asia,
many are based not far from Lake Huron, the environment in which she grew up during the Great
Depression. They depict people living their fragile lives against a backdrop of human passions and failures.
Throughout these stories, men and women struggle to understand the mystery inherent in human relationships: parent and child, husband and wife, friends and lovers. Readers who have enjoyed her novels
will certainly like these luminous stories.
P. 13
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Title: Island on the Wind-Breathed Edge of the Sea
Author: John B. Lee
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-19-5
Pages: 75
Size: 5.5 X 8.5
Price: $15.95
Genre: Poetry on Cuba
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-JohnLee-IslandOnthe.html
Description: General reader “Island on the Wind-Breathed Edge of the
Sea”, is a collection of poetry by, arguably, one of Canada’s finest living
People’s Poets, John B. Lee. After numerous literary awards, 50 books and
many trips to Cuba this is Lee’s first full collection of Cuba poems. They are
the perceptions, perspectives and reflections on the Cuban landscape, its
peoples, the sounds and sights, the sea and the wind and how they all fold
into a poetic experience.
These poems will bring you
Award winning Author
closer to the real Cuba
than any guide or travel
could possibly do.
0 prestigious book
recipient of
This is one of John B. Lee’s
international awards!
finest books.

JohnoverB.6 Lee

In 2005 John B. Lee was inducted as Poet Laureate of Brantford
in perpetuity. The same year he received the distinction of being
named Honourary Life Member of The Canadian Poetry
Association. In 2007 he was made a member of the Chancellor’s
Circle of the President’s Club of McMaster University and named
first recipient of the Souwesto Award for his contribution to literature in his home region of southwestern Ontario. A recipient of
over sixty prestigious international awards for his writing he is
winner of the $10,000 CBC Literary Award for Poetry, the only
two-time recipient of the People’s Poetry Award, and 2006 winner of the inaugural Souwesto Orison Writing Award (University
of Windsor).
Title: In the Muddy Shoes of Morning
Author: John B. Lee
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-645
Size: 6 X 9
Pages: 119
Price: $17.95
Genre: Poetry / Canadian
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-John-B-Lee-IntheMuddyShoesofMorning.htm
Description: General reader This is the 56th book by John B. Lee - said
by some to be "Canada's Bestn Living Poet". This collection is one of his finest.
John B. Lee has won so many awards and been published in so many hundreds of anthologies that they are too numerous to lists. This world class book
is a must read for any true poetry lover. A Fine Fine Book
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Title: Sweet Cuba:
The Building of a Poetic Tradition: 1608-1958
Forja de una tradición poética: 1608-1958
Editor: Dr. Manuel de Jesús Velázquez León
Translators: John B. Lee, Dr. Manuel de Jesús Velázquez León
Publisher: Canada Cuba Literary Alliance
ISBN: 978-1-897475-53-9
Size: 6 X 9 Price: $33.50 English / Spanish
Genre: Cuban Poetry Pages: 390
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-SweetCuba.html
Description: Sweet Cuba is the most significant book of translated

Cuban poetry ever published. It will remain of dominant importance
in Cuba’s poetic history for decades to come. Cuban poetry has never
had such a thorough and precise translation as is presented here in
this collection.
Sweet Cuba es el libro de poesía cubana traducida más significativo
que haya sido publicado. Será de importancia relevante en la historia poética de Cuba por décadas. La poesía cubana nunca ha tenido
una traducción tan precisa y cabal como la que esta antología
ofrece.

See next page for more Jhon B. Lee books

Title: In This We Hear The Light
Author: John B. Lee
Photographer: RichardM. Grove
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-96-6
Size: 8.5 X 8.5 Price: $33.50
Genre: Poetry and Photography Pages: 120
URL: comming soon
Description: In This We Hear The Light is a stunning
collection of Cuba theme poetry by award winning
poet, John B. Lee, juxtaposed by an equally splendid
assembly of Cuba theme photography by Richard M.
Grove. The poems and photographs represent the inspiration from many years of travelling in Cuba. Since
first traveling to Cuba, John B. Lee came to love the
island and to admire her people. In This We Hear the
Light, is an ekphrastic project, its literary efforts are
beautifully complemented by Richard Grove’s exquisite photographs. The poems and the photographs
aspire to capture something more deeply felt than the
reflections of a mere tourist. Poetry and photography
both hold the deep felt mysteries that come from understanding Cuba on an intimate and cherished level.
P. 15
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Window Fishing: the night we caught Beatlemania
Title: Window Fishing – Third Edition
Editor: John B. Lee
Third
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
Editi
on
ISBN: 978-1-927725-41-2
Size: 7X10 Price: $22.95
Genre: Poetry and Prose Pages: 250
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: The release of Window Fishing: the night we caught
Beatlemania, just in time to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the
appearance of the Beatles on the Ed Sullivan Show, Sunday,
February 9th, 1964,is an important cultural event, in that it encapsulates a significant historical period with its impact upon the sensibilities of a number of writers from around the world for whom the
Beatles were a major inspiration. The British band banned in Cuba,
China and the Soviet Union managed to sing beyond those walls and
capture the imagination of young people growing up in repressive
regimes. American poet Robert Sward writes

If someone you know loves

The Beatles
this is a must have book.

That very moment on that very evening, I made up my mind to
become left-handed. The following morning I ate my breakfast with
a left-handed spoon. I’d taken to wearing my watch on my right
wrist and gripping my fountain pen in my left hand so the nib blotted the page like the slow and steady drip of blood from a pricked
finger, I commenced the careful study of left-handed cursive. Like
everyone else, I saw myself practicing to be in an English rock band.
And I would be Paul. I would be the cute one, my left hand waving
at the screaming crowd of pixilated girls.

Title: Beyond the Seventh Morning
Editors - John B. Lee, Manuel de Jesús Velázquez León
Photographer: RichardM. Grove
Publisher: SandCrab Books
ISBN: 978-1-897475-95-9
Size: 6 X 9 Price: $17.95
Genre: Poetry and Photography Pages: 100
URL: comming soon
Description: Beyond the Seventh Morning is an uplifting, stimulating book of poetry created around
the theme of nature and spirituality – how do nature and spirituality overlap? Fifteen inspiring black and white
nature photographs by Richard M. Grove are distributed throughout. This literary work will explores why nature
is important to us on more than just a visceral and primitive level. This book will tell of positive mountain top,
lake gliding, snow trudging experiences using nature as metaphor and simile to express the joy and peace that
those exchanges yield. In these days of global warming and threatening climate change, this book will act as a
calming beacon that shows the importance and value of nature and how it nurtures the soul.
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See pa
Title: The Importance of Good Bones
g
f
or oth es 11, 12, 1
Author: Richard M. Grove
er Ric
5
hard M , 20 and 2
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
5
. Grov
e book
ISBN:
.
Size: 6 X 9 Price: $16.95 Pages: 144
Genre: Novella, Short Stories and Poetry
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: General reader. Dip into this collection of poems, short stories and a novella and feel the sun on your face. Here are people who have had terrible things done to them,
but come out of their past forgiving and loving. It is a book for grown-ups who have come
through the tunnel of darkness. Rich, deep stories and poems that celebrate life.
Jennifer Footman, editor, writer and teacher, has four collections of poetry and is the winner of many
awards and competitions.

Title: North of Belleville
Author: James Deahl Photographer: RichardM. Grove
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press URL: comming soon
ISBN: 978-1-897475-96-6 Size: 8.5 X 8.5 Price: $22.95
Genre: Poetry and Photography / Canadian Pages: 66
Description: Award-winning haiku poet James Deahl teams up with photographer Richard M. Grove to create this striking full colour collection of haiku and photography. This noteworthy volume brings you ten haiku sequences and photographs,
both celebrating the beauty of Ontario, especially Hastings and Wellington Counties –
North of Belleville. Deahl’s haiku sequences are some of his finest work. They bring
to life the very core of what Ontario is.

Title: Psycho Babble and the Consternations of Life
Author: Richard M. Grove
Publisher: Panegyric Press
See pa
ISBN: 978-0-9732522-2-4
for oth ges 11, 12,
Price: $15.95
15
er Ric
Pages: 65
hard M , 20 and 2
5
. Grov
Size: 5.25 X 8.25
e book
.
Genre: Short Stories with 6 poems
Description: Adult / General Reader
This collection of short stories is sometimes a bit dark in nature. Unlike Grove’s
previous collection of light and fun short stories under the title of “The Family
Reunion” these are more about the consternations of life; the troubles of a life
long dream burning to the ground, a boyhood character coming to terms with
forgiveness and the psycho babble of Will Farnaby and his aquarium life. Even though these stories deal with the darker side of life
they do have their humourous side and are a good read.
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-PsychoBabble.html
These stories are about the cycles of life, challenges and growth.
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Title: Blood Lines
Author: Raymond Fenech
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-85-0
Size: 5.25 X 8.25
Pages: 98 Price: $16.95 Genre: Poetry
Description: Adult / General reader. Ray Fenech’s unique poetic sense breeds a diversity of shadows.
Some are shed by southern Mediterranean sun through the kaleidoscope of cultures that crisscross in Malta,
the magic space where the poet was born. Some are cast by Maltese ignis fatuus, ghostly memories of the
islands’ old, forgotten times. Sundry light sources produce miscellaneous shades: a poet of many shadows.
Such are the fundamental sources of this strange book. When their time came, they bloomed and fructified.
Fenech collected the clusters on the vines and fermented their juice with his intense living experience. Here
is the offering, warmed under Mediterranean starry nights.

*
Title: WHY? ¿POR QUÉ? POURQUOI?
d n
n
Author: James Cockcroft
2 o
* diti
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
E
ISBN: 978-1-897475-26-3
Size: 5.25 X 8.25 Price: $16.95 Pages: 108
Genre: Poetry in English and Spanish
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-Why-JamesC.html
Description: Adult / General reader. An award-winning author of 40 books, a three-time
Fulbright Scholar, and a life-long human rights activist, Dr. James D. Cockcroft brings his readers
"WHY? ¿POR QUÉ? POURQUOI?" – a bilingual English / Spanish collection of poetry. The author
asks the age-old questions of love and grief, of nature and politics. Let James take you on his intellectual and emotional roller coaster ride from the hardheaded woman that takes no jive, to his
understanding of "the wet joy of defiance". His ride will lift you from "autumn sun's casted rubies"
to the Andes’ “sky-wind” and “snowy temples,” ending in the depths of the fight “with all and for
the good of all” of political figures like “the Cuba 5”.

Title: From O to Snow
Author: Kate Marshall Flaherty, Deborah Panko, Donna Langevin
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press ISBN: 978-1-897475-62-1
Size: 5.5 X 8.5 Price: $16.95 Genre: Poetry Pages: 102
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-FromOtoSnow.html
Description: Adult / General reader. From O to Snow is a wonderful collection of poetry by
three of Canada’s finest women poets. It will take you on a gentle journey from quilts, moqui balls,
war memorials, hummingbirds, to an old lady in Cuba, to the Virgin Mary stashed somewhere in
between. This is a collection of poetry brought together with a shared commitment for the love of
poetry. Three different voices make up this marvelous collection called From O to Snow. A bouquet
is made up of various flowers, a forest of many trees and a party is a bowl of mixed nuts. Let’s make
no assumptions. O might mean Oh, Ooooo, Oops, Oww, or oh-oh. Enjoy the wonder of life’s variety show in this eclectic collection!
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Span
Title: Taste of the Rainbow / del Arco Iris
ish a
Author: Merle Amodeo, Graham Ducker,
n
in on d Englis
Wency Rosales, Miriam E. Vera
h
e boo
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
k.
ISBN: 978-1-897475-75-1
Size: 5.5 x 8.5 Price: $16.95
Genre: Spanish / English
Pages: 140
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Bridges is a series of books published by SandCrab Books under the auspices of the
CCLA. This series includes poetry, micro prose and short stories published in English and Spanish by
some of the best Cuban and Canadian authors.

Title: Once upon a Sandbox
Author: C. R. Wilker
Publisher: Reflections on the Past
ISBN: 978-1-897475-69-0 Genre: 5% Poetry / 95% Prose
Size: 5.5 X 8.5
Price: $19.95 Pages: 184
Description: Adult / General reader / Memoir Whether it’s helping to whitewash a barn when you’re
afraid of heights, hoeing endless rows of vegetable plants, or driving tractor to prepare for spring seeding,
there’s plenty of work to be done. Visits with family and friends, trips to the woodlot, baseball games, skating,
or a once-yearly trip to the beach provide times of relaxation and fun. Once upon a sandbox is a narrative in
poetry and prose about life on a family farm in the 50s and 60s. Once upon a Sandbox is a collection of
stories in poetry and prose that celebrate life and puzzle over its idiosyncrasies. Once upon a Sandbox is a
narrative in parts, poetry and prose, that speaks of the joys and challenges of living on a family farm in Ontario
in the 50s and 60s.

Title: Lifting the Veil - One Nun’s Spiritual Struggle Author: Karen L. Cole
Publisher: Reflections on the Past ISBN: 978-1-897475-48-5
Size: 5.25 X 8.25 Pages: 279 Price: $22.50 Genre: Prose - Memoir
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-KarenCole-Lifting.html
Description: General Reader. Lifting the Veil is not a conventional memoir like so many dry chronologies you may have read. This well crafted story reads more like a novel and is worthy of your attention. It
is not a nice romantic look back at the past but is rather a story about overcoming manipulation and brain
washing from an early age. It is about surviving the despair of exploitation. It is not about nostalgia and
heartfelt reminiscence though it uses some of those literary tools to carry the story of a young woman learning to see her power that was buried by an alcoholic father, an unrewarded mother and a greedy church
that latched on to a virgin mind as its only form of floundering hope.
The irony of this story is that the heroine of this journey – Karen Cole – survived and breaks free from
the cloistered convent life, as the bride of Jesus, because of her inner God given strength. She survives not
because of what her father taught about capitulation or what her mother stoically taught her about putting
the nose to the grindstone. Karen Cole can be proud of more than just the writing of this book; she can be
proud of surviving where others were buried in the trenches of life. She lifted the veil of blind faith and saw
her true path, smiling all the way.
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Title: A Thief of Impeccable Taste / Un ladrón de impecable buen gusto
Author: Glen Sorestad
Publisher: SandCrab Books
ISBN: 978-1-897475-78-2 Size: 6 X 9 Pages: 111 Price: $16.95
Genre: Poetry in Enblish and Spanish
Description: Adult / General reader / A Thief of Impeccable Taste / Un ladrón
de impecable buen gusto is one of the finest collections of Canadian Poetry in English
and Spanish. Prairie Fire Review of Books that says, "Sorestad is a master poet. Of this,
there is no doubt."

With A Thief of Impeccable Taste, Glen Sorestad, adds to his growing
stature as one of Canada's most enduring poets. The poems of this new
volume reflect those qualities for which his poetry is so well known - the
carefully honed language with which he treats everyday matters, alongside the trademark generosity of spirit with which he views life. Whether
he is writing about people or places, the aging body or the beauty of fresh
fallen snow, a loose lock of hair or puzzled geese, he impresses upon us
through his poems the importance of making time to pay attention to
the world around us. Sorestad transforms the ordinary into the memorable. A Thief of Impeccable Taste is poetry for people who may not think
of themselves as poetry readers.
BIO: Glen Sorestad is a well known poet from Saskatoon who
has over twenty books and chapbooks of poetr y published.
His poems have appeared in over fifty anthologies and have
been translated in a number of languages, most recently into
Afrik aans for the South African poetr y e-magazine,
Versindaba. Sorestad has been granted Life Member status
in both the League of Canandian Poets and in the Saskatchewan Writers Guild. In November
of 2000 he was appointed the first Poet Laureate of Saskatchewan, becoming the first provincially or federally appointed Poet Laureate in Canada and ser ving until 2004. He was awarded the
Saskatoon Book Award in November 2001 for Leaving Holds Me Here. In Februar y 2003 Sorestad
was a recipient of the Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal. He was appointed a Member of the Order of
Canada on June 30th, 2010.

Title: Fruit Wedge Moon: Haiku, Senryu, Tanka, Kyoka, and Zappai
Author: Richard Stevenson
Photographer: Ellen McArthur
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-29-0
Size: 7 X 10
Price: $16.95
Genre: Poetry / Haiku / Canadian
Pages: 136
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Zap, grackle, pop! East meets west in these contemporary
urban micro poems. Whether exploring haikai forms or improvising jazz renku
pops, these world class poems swing and bop!
This book includes 24 b/w images by photographer, Ellen McArthur.
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Title: Looking for Light
Author: Susan Ioannou
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-34-4
Size: 6 X 9
Pages: 81
Price: $19.95
Genre: Poetry / Canadian / Single Author
Description: Adult / General reader
In a deeply troubled world, how is it possible to Make it beautiful, as her Muse
demands, Susan Ioannou asks in her fourth major poetry collection, Looking for
Light. In the attempt, she follows the artistic imagination’s travels as far as Italy’s
Bagni di Lucca, fantasizes about a poetry class romance, feels the intimacy between
sculptor and subject, and swirls with a dancer’s passion. Part 2, Beyond Knowing,
turns inward, blending spirituality, nature, and the paradoxes of particle physics to
puzzle about the experience of God and the mysterious forces that brought us into
being and invisibly sustain us, body and soul. Part 3, Passing Seventy, explores transformation, both physical and emotional, as the final years of life approach. Not only
do ageing’s challenges of failing health and family loss reshape our familiar perspective on the present, they drive a larger vision of what may come after the inevitable
happens.

Title: And With Thy Spirit
Author: April Bulmer
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-36-8
Size: 6 X 9 Pages: 81
Price: $19.95
Genre: Poetry / Canadian / Single Author
Description: Adult / General reader.
And With Thy Spirit is a new book of poetry in which author, April Bulmer, unravels the
story of her soul like gauze from a bandaged wound. Confident in the Eastern philosophy of reincarnation: the concept that we begin a life after biological death in a new
body (human, animal or spiritual), she describes the garden of women who bloom like
damp blossoms from her fertile womb. She recalls the stories of their roots, the energy
of their suns and moons.
Life after life, the Lord has taken her, often in the dim “when shadows genuflect/ on buffalo skin.” A feminine soul deeply entrenched in Native culture and ritual
her God limps for her like “an old coyote/ past miracle sites/ and stones of pagans./
Through fallen fields/ where the living send/ their prayers.”
Her women have also enjoyed the company of many men. Lucille Sky, for
instance, walks the river with her lover their “souls speaking tongue: canoes and fish/
and the God of blood.” She wants Johnny Nanticoke’s brown hand on her breast “like
a shadow/ on Grandmother Moon.”
April’s ghostly incarnations often come to her in “the moments before
sleep,” their hair wild with dream.
P. 21
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North Shore Series

Title: That Not Forgotten
Editor - Bruce Kauffman
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-89-8
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $24.95 Pages: 422
Genre: Poetry and Prose
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-ThatNotForgotten.html
Description: General Reader. A delightful easy to read collection yet not lacking in profundities. These poems are filled with sudden sparks of insight along the passageways of being.
They are sometimes touching, sometimes wry, sometimes spiritual but always verging on transcendent. Mike Johnston’s poems often disregard the conventions of ordinary syntax yet they
have an immediate lucidity. He surprises and delights the reader with an ease other poets wish
they could command.

2 Al Purdy
A - Fr a m e Fu n d r a i s e r B o o k s
1 0 0 % o f r o y a l t i e s g o t o s a v e t h e A - Fr a m e

Title: And Left a Place to Stand On:
Poems and Essays on Al Purdy
Editors: Allan Briesmaster, John B. Lee, Linda Rogers, RD Roy
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-33-1
Size: 6 X 9 Price: $22.50
Genre: Poetry / Prose / Tribute Pages: 224
URL: www.canadacubaliteraryalliance.org/A-FrameBook.html
Description: Fittingly for a book paying tribute to one of Canada’s

most loved and greatest poets, this remarkable anthology, like Al
Purdy himself, contains multitudinous layers. Its practical purpose is
to help raise funds to save the historic Ameliasburgh, Ontario, Aframe house built by Al and Milton Acorn. With four celebrated
Canadian editors it resoundingly celebrates Al the man, his profound
literary legacy, and the People’s Poetry tradition he exemplified. The
contributors include many stellar poets from across Canada extending the vital tradition at its thriving grass roots level. This historic book
is a cornucopia filled with provocative, insightful and affectionate
writing about Al and about the poetic and geographical landscapes of
“Purdy Country.”
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Title: Thule Explorer
Author: Rosemary Clewes
pr 2nd
in
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
tin
g
ISBN: 978-1-897475-05-8
Size: 6 X 9 Price: $16.95
Genre: Poetry / Prose / Memoir Pages: 111
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-ThuleExplorer.html
Description: General reader. This book is more than a memoir of a woman explorer kayaking
off the coast of Greenland. It is an awe-inspiring journey of elegance and eloquence. This book
is far more than thoughtful, observations of breathtaking ice and snow, it is also the portrayal of
inner and outer silence. The author’s adventurous spirit will take you past the physical observation, past the history of the moment into metaphysical insights of living on the edge of a world
where few have ever been. Let her imagination take you there with well-crafted poetry and prose.
A true life kayaking adventure in poetry and prose.

Title: Antarctica - First Journey: The Traveller’s Resource
Author: Geoffrey Carpentier Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-36-2 Size: 6 X 9 Price: $33.50 $29.95
Genre: Nature / Field Guide / Travel Resource Pages: 375
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-GeoffC-Antarctica.html

375 pages of FULL colour
Ask us for a pdf sample!

A g r e a t G I F T b o o k f o r t h e l e a r n e r.
Whether you are planning a trip to the Antarctic
or just dreaming about visiting,
this book is a must read!
The mystique of the Antarctic enthrals everyone, but few dare venture to its icy shores. But for those who do, a
myriad of questions arise - what do I wear? What will I do? What will I see? How do I prepare? Geoff, a veteran
expedition guide, brings you his knowledge and experience through the pages of this fun and informative guide.
It is packed with interesting facts about wildlife and the many, varied and interesting sites you might visit when
down there. Detailed information on history, ice, snow, weather, glaciers, safe travel, protecting yourself and your
possessions, effective packing and so much more certainly makes this one of the most informative guides ever
written about the Antarctic, South Georgia and the Falklands. The book includes a rare compilation of marine
superstitions, which is both educational and in some cases hysterical! Whether a seasoned traveller or one new
to the game, this book will undoubtedly make your dream of conquering the Blue Continent a reality.
But wait, it’s more than that … the detail is so thorough and the information so well researched, that this
book would be of immeasurable value to any traveller. This book will become THE resource guide for travellers!
And just in case you’re not planning on going anywhere, this book will make a great gift or light reading for you
as you stay at home and dream of going away!
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Title: Family Ties: Memories, Poetry, and Good Food
Editor: Kimberley Elizabeth Sherman Grove
A
Publisher: R e f l e c t i o n s o n t h e P a s t
gift bo GREAT fam
i
ok. 1
ISBN: 978-1-927725-17-7
of 4 in ly
a seri
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $24.95 Pages: 210
es.
Genre: Poetry / Prose / Memoir
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-CelebratingChristmas.html
Description: Family fun general reader.. Family Ties: Memories, Poetry, and Good Food is a perfect gift for any
family member, young or old. It is a moving collection of short stories, poems and recipes about family ties. It is truly a loving tribute to family and good times. Read this warm and inviting book aloud at the dining room table with the whole family.
It will make young and old laugh and cry. It will make a fine gift that will give joy for years to come.

Title: Celebrating Christmas with… Memories, Poetry, and Good Food
Editor: Donna Clark Goodrich
A
Publisher: R e f l e c t i o n s o n t h e P a s t
gift bo GREAT fam
i
ok. 1
ISBN: 978-1-897475-80-5
of 4 in ly
a
series
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $24.95 Pages: 310
.
Genre: Poetry / Prose / Memoir
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-CelebratingChristmas.html
Description: Family fun general reader.
Celebrating Christmas with… Memories, Poetry, and Good Food is a tradition-filled book of memories in prose,
poetry and recipes. Read this book aloud at the dining room table with the whole family. It will make young and
old laugh and cry. It will make a fine Christmas gift that will give joy for years to come.

Title: Grandmother, Mother and Me: Memories, Poetry, and Good Food
Editor: Donna Clark Goodrich
A
Publisher: R e f l e c t i o n s o n t h e P a s t
gift bo GREAT fam
ily
o
k. 1 o
ISBN:978-1-897475-94-2
f 4 in
a seri
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $24.95 Pages: 276
es.
Genre: Poetry / Prose / Memoir
Description: Family fun general reader.. Grandmother, Mother and Me: Memories, Poetry, and Good Food
is a perfect gift for any mother or grandmother. It is a touching collection of short stories, poems and recipes
about grandmothers and mothers. It is truly a loving tribute. Read this warm and inviting book aloud at the
dining room table with the whole family. It will make young and old laugh and cry.
It will make a fine Christmas gift that will give joy for years to come. In loving tribute to our Grandmothers and
Mothers for their fostering, nurturing, cherishing, for their encouragement.

Title: Grandfather, Father and Me: Memories, Poetry and Good Food
Editor: Donna Clark Goodrich
A
Publisher: R e f l e c t i o n s o n t h e P a s t
gift bo GREAT fam
ily
o
k. 1 o
ISBN: 978-1-927725-07-8
f 4 in
a seri
Size: 6 X 9
Price: $23.95 Pages: 254
es.
Genre: Poetry / Prose / Memoir
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Family fun general reader. Grandfather, Father and Me: Memories, Poetry and Good Food is a warm,
fun, family filled book of memories in prose, poetry and recipes. Read this book aloud at the dining room table with the
whole family. It will make young and old laugh and cry. Editor, Donna Clark Goodrich, has done a wonderful job bring you
sincere and heartfelt stories about grandfathers, fathers and father figures. This book is the whipped cream on the pumpkin
pie in the family memoir series subtitled: Memories, Poetry and Good Food. You will want more than one piece of this pie.
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Title: Rain Dance
Author: Rosemary Aswani Illustrator: Elizabeth Webb
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-30-6
Size: 8.5 X 8.5
Price: $12.95 Pages: 30
Genre: Children / Picture Book - Full Colour
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Rosemary Aswani's book, Rain Dance, tells the story of a young girl
in Kenya and her perceptions of and relationship with the rain – its moods, its sounds,
its rhythmic nature. Through the eyes of a child, we see how the music of the rain can
be both comforting and joyful. Colourful, woodcut illustrations by talented artist,
Elizabeth Webb complete this fine work. With vocabulary suitable for an older child,

this delightful little book is sure to please.

Title: Robbie Raccoon and the Big Black Blob
Author: Irene Davidson Fisher
Illustrator: Carolyn Johnstone
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-27-6
Size: 8.5 X 8.5
Price: $12.95 Pages: 34
Genre: Children / Picture Book - Full Colour
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Raccoons are curious by nature and love to eat just about anything. Robbie and Ricki are no different. When mother raccoon is not around they
learn a valuable lesson when they take off on an adventure to find out what smells so
scrumptious. Robbie Raccoon and The Big Black Blob is a fun, lesson-filled story
told from an inquisitive raccoon’s perspective.

Title: Batchawana Silly Stuff
Author: Emily Hearn
Illustrator: Gailon Valleau
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-897475-70-6
Size: 8.5 X 8.5
Price: $12.95 Pages: 50
Genre: Children / Picture Book - Full Colour
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: A fun, silly, rhyming children’s book with primary colour pictures that will
attract any child’s imagination. By the time you are finished the first fun reading with your child
they will be making up creative rhymes of their own. This book will support a child’s creativity.
Emily Hearn and Gailon Valleau make a great team with this book.
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Title: Heir to the Caves
Youn
Author: Emily L. Goodman
g Adu
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
Nove lt
ISBN: 978-1-897475-60-7
l
Size: 6 X 9 Price: $17.95
Genre: fantasy YA Novel
Pages: 150
URL: www.hiddenbrookpress.com/Book-EmilyGoodmanHeirToTheCaves.html
Description: In Heir to the Caves, Annie Magelight has always known that she was
called by God to do great things. At thirteen years old, she thinks she has years yet to
grow into her power; but thanks to a miscast spell, the power of the Cavemage has come
crashing down on her three years early. The fate of Luria rests on her shoulders—and
the Darkmage is all too determined to see her fail. A story for girls and boys yourng and
old. A real page turner.

Title: Tales for Pablo / Cuentos para Pablo
Author: Manuel Jesús Velázquez León
Child
Art: Victor Manuel - son of Manuel
Span ren’s Sto
ish a
r
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
nd E ies
ISBN: 978-1-897475-96-6
n
in on
e boo glish
Size: 8.5 X 8.5 Price: $22.95
k.
Genre: Poetry and Photography Pages: 66
URL: comming soon
Description: Tales for Pablo have been described as the Grimm’s fairy tales of this millennium written with the
Spanish drama of a Cuban father. Tales for Pablo will rekindle the imagination of the reader no matter what the age. In the
frontiers that grow between dreams and reality, Pablo’s adventures feed from both worlds, flow out of what could be and
what seems to be: fishes that swim in the air of a nocturnal forest, a rabbit that rides his bicycle on the moon, a sleepless
goblin, a witch and her one-eyed billy goat…
Tales for Pablo is a portal that opens into what we once were, or might have been.

Title: The Pastel Planet: A Manitoulin Island Adventure
Author: Norma West Linder Illustrator: Afsheadeh Abbasnezhad
Publisher: Hidden Brook Press
ISBN: 978-1-927725-24-5
Size: 8.5 X 8.5
Price: $22.95 Pages: 79
Genre: Chapter book with colour illustrations / Canadian / Fantasy –

Ages 8-10, Grades 3 to 5
URL: http://www.hiddenbrookpress.com
Description: Two children from different families, Caleb Larkin and Katie Lambert, are
forced to live together when their parents marry. They do not like each other, but the outer
space adventure they share on a holiday on Manitoulin Island changes that. A flying saucer
lands on the shores of Lake Mindemoya, and they are invited aboard. They can’t wait to return
to school to tell their classmates about their adventure.
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